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The Fire Children
The Fire Children: A West African Folk Tale. The first man and woman are lonely. They decide to fashion children out of clay. As they are baking the little figures in their fire, they're constantly interrupted by visits from the sky-god, Nyame. As a result, some of the children are pale and underdone, some are left in so long that they come out very dark, and the rest are every shade between.

The Fire Children: A West African Folk Tale by Eric Maddern

The Fire Children: A West African Folk Tale: Eric Maddern ...
The Fire Children. Two children escape the darkness of their underground dwellings, to find adventure, magic and terrible danger await anyone who ventures above ground. Fifteen years have passed since Mother Sun last sent her children to walk the world. When the eclipse comes, the people retreat to the caverns beneath the Kaladim,...

The Fire Children by Lauren M. Roy - Goodreads
The Fire Children. The richly coloured paintings of the green foliage, the peaceful animals, the radiant children, are inspired by West African masks and pottery. The retelling of the West African tale about the creation of the world and all its different peoples is really easy to follow and captivating with a timeless message.

Saffron Tree: The Fire Children
Fifteen years have passed since Mother Sun last sent her children to walk the world. When the eclipse comes, the people retreat to the caverns beneath the Kaladim, passing the days in total darkness while the Fire Children explore their world. It's death to even look upon them, the stories say.

Amazon.com: The Fire Children (9781781083536): Lauren M ...
The Fire Children: A West African Folk Tale. They decide to fashion children out of clay. As they are baking the little figures in their fire, they're constantly interrupted by visits from the sky-god, Nyame. As a result, some of the children are pale and underdone, some are left in so long that they come out very dark,...

The Fire Children: A West African Folk Tale - Google Books
The Fire Children are a part of a mythos involving Mother Sun, her betrayal by Father Sea, and the intervention of Sister Moon—a mythology of Kaladim's priestly class that is, it seems, almost completely accurate. When Yulla sneaks from the tunnels to see the city in the forbidden Scorching Days, she expects to be endangered by the Fire ...

THE FIRE CHILDREN by Lauren Roy | Kirkus Reviews
The Fire Children: 9 Eric Maddern, Author, Fran Lessac ... the spirit people, eager for children, fashion clay figures: ``We could bake the shapes in the fire and then breathe life into them ...""'

Children's Book Review: The Fire Children: 9 by Eric ...
'They were beautiful kids': Harlem fire at city-owned building claims 6 lives, including 4 children. Six people, including four children, were killed Wednesday when an overnight fire ravaged an ...

Harlem apartment fire claims 6 lives, including 4 children ...
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